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Godspeed Mourinho

hank you for granting us
this exclusive interview..."
“Urrgh... It's nothing.
You're nothing. All of you,
you're nothing to me. I
speak, you scribble. I get fired, I become
filthy rich. You get fired, you are begging
me for my pocket change. Look at you,
even employed, you still beg me for my
words of wisdom. My spittle is like ambrosia to you.”
-“Well, umm...let's begin. Mourin..”
“Call me 'The Special One'.”
-“Are you, oh, umm, Special One, not
afraid that in speaking to us you are
breaking the agreement with your exemployer to keep silent over you dealings with your old club?
“The Special One do what The Special
One damn well please.”
-“So you are not it the least bit wor-

ried that Abramovich and associates
will, say, dose your soup with Polonium
when they get wind of this tell-all?”
“Bring it on. I can handle all his exKGB hoods with one hand tied behind
my back. It will be like swatting flies.”
“Even when he finds out that you
tanked on purpose so that he would fire
you and you would, as you famously
said, 'be a millionaire and managing
another team in two months'?”
But I never got an answer. We were interrupted by the abrupt appearance of
four dark-suited thugs who dragged
him away and shoved him in the trunk
of a limo. Although many will not shed a
tear at his departure, football just won't
be the same without his tantrums; the
drama just won't be the same without
his villainous sneer. Good riddance, but
also, Godspeed Mourinho.
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DANGEROUS REGULATIONS
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love the idea of flying. But when I
am inside an airplane I count the
minutes left to my destination.
The safety of air travel, the technological leaps in aviation, do not
change my perception that the only safe
place to be is touching the ground.
I have travelled on old Russian planes
in Vietnam and North Korea, over the
Taklimakan dessert of China and in Russia itself. My friends call me an adventurer. And I always think, how can you be
an adventurer nowadays when they tell
you the exact time when you'll land at
destination, the temperature, the weather
forecast and you can see the landing
speed in the screen in front of you?

But this was not the case about a century ago. Look at this crazy Frenchman,
Monsieur Bleriot, the guy that made the
first international flight in history between France and England, in 1909. Bleriot flew without navigation instruments
and through fog across the Channel with
a machine that had only a little more
power than a lawnmower. Why did he do
it? Who knows.
Writing about this "epoch-making
achievement", the newspaper at the time
guessed rightly that in the future
hundreds of planes would cross the channel even, perhaps one day, carrying passengers from one country to the other.
What a treat!
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I’ve spent the last few days trying to
comply with the new traffic by-laws.
Yesterday, I discovered that some of the
measures are a death trap.
While occupying the lane next to the
bus lane, more than once I thought I
might lose my life. It is complete madness. Cycling has been my habitual
means of transport for many years, but
yesterday I decided to give it up once and
for all. Cyclists cannot move around if
they are not allowed to share the bus
lane.
On carrer Industria, as on most other
roads in the city, there are three lanes.
On one side is the lane for buses, while

on the other side the cars quickly pass by,
and me in the middle, with cars beeping
me from behind. In the end I panicked. I
stopped at a traffic light and left my bike
behind.
This is not the first time it has happened to me, and many people I know
say the same thing. I would like some TV
station to film this situation; it truly is a a
sensation of total vulnerability.
I would also like those who drew up
these by-laws to give it a try. We are creating a serious conflict with regulations
that are not borne out by reality and that
puts us all in great danger.
ANA RODRÍGUEZ, BARCELONA
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